
Section Feature Name Feature Description

View Algorithm
View the kinds of ads and contents that are being displayed to you on your 

feed

Edit Algorithm Edit things like the ads that you see, content shown to you

Add to Algorithm View suggested posts/accounts to add to algorithm

Algorithm Banner
Enable/disable algorithm banner, or change frequency with which it shows 

you information

Ad Category

Display ad categories/topics as pills. Show percentage of posts that fit 

under that pill category, and have an "X" that allows quick removal of 

unwanted categories

Post category pills

Display post topics as pills. Show percentage of posts that fit under that pill 

category, and have an "X" that allows quick removal of unwanted 

categories

Reccommended 

topics

Display reccommended topics as pills. User can click on pill to have it added 

to the "post category" heading

Top posts

either: 1. Question asking user if they want to see top posts + button to 

take them there 2. three or four top post icons the user can click on to see 

those top posts

Top posts page
Separate page on instagram, much like the new "Reels" or "marketplace" 

page

Categories

Lists of categories with horizontal scrolling posts (like TikTok trending 

hashtags), where top posts show up first. Categories will be like Oscar's 

award categories

Timeline tabs
Ability to choose to see the daily/weekly/monthly/yearly top posts, as 

clickable text tabs on top

Vote button

Vote button that will take user to section where they can vote on the next 

top posts. Can be universal vote button for all, or a vote button for each 

category

Clickable handle Go to profile of the users' posts

A/B testing

either: 1. true A/B testing of posts, showing one next to the other and 

asking user to select the better for given category 2. "swipe right" voting 

system like on dating apps (could be for a given category or general 3. 

scrolling through posts like on TikTok and quality of posts is measured by 

enagagement in view time, likes, and shares
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